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Trinity College, fo unded in 1823 and located in Hartford, offers a small selection ofliberal arts and sciences courses in the Summer Term. Courses are available at both the
graduate and undergraduate levels. During the summer, courses are intensive, meeting
in the evenings or on Saturday over a six- or seven-week span.

1994 Summer

Session Calendar

Registration period begins ........................................... .... ...................... Monday, May 2
Registration deadline ........................................ ...... ..... . one week prior to start of course
Session I begins ... ... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ........ ....................... ... ... .. ........... Wednesday, June 1
Session II begins ............... ... ..... .. .. ... ... ............... ..... ... .... .. ............. .... ..... Tuesday, June 21

The specific dates, days, and times for each course are listed with the course
description.

Office of Graduate Studies and Special Academic Programs
Summer office hours:

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Friday
Campus location:

!DP/Graduate Building at 70 Vernon Street

Telephone number: (203) 297-2150
Mailing address:

Office of Graduate Studies and Special Academic Programs
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106-3100

Co urses Sclieduled for Summer 1994 ... A Brief Look
American Studies
Contemp. Am. Drama: Broadway
Successes
Music of Black Americans
Novels into Film: Coppola & Scorsese
Spiritual Movements in Contemp.
America
History of Hartford, 1865-Present
Southern Literature & Culture

lntemational Studies
Music of Black Americans
Spiritual Movements in Contemp.
America
Mathematics
Calculus II
Elementary Statistics

Biology
Human Biology

Music
Music of Black Americans
Jazz: 1900 to the Present

Classical Civilization
Ancient Epic

Political Science
Theoretical Foundations of Public Policy

Economics
Economic Principles
Elementary Statistics
Financial Reforms in Post Soviet
Economics
Industrial Organization

Psychology
Child Development
Psychology of the Workplace

English
Writing 11
Women in Drama
Southern Literature & Culture
The Lyric
Contemp. Am. Drama: Broadway
Successes
Novels into Film: Coppola & Scorsese
Shakespeare: Playwright's Art and Craft
History
Introduction to History of Europe
World War II
History of Hartford, 1865-Present
History of the Middle East From 1900

Public Policy Studies
Introduction to the Policy-Making
Process
Theoretical Foundations of Public Policy
Religion
Spiritual Movements in Contemp.
America
Sociology
History of Hartford, 1865-Present
Theater /Dance
Shakespeare: Playwright's Art and Craft
Contemp. Am. Drama: Broadway
Successes
Women's Studies
Women in Drama

Trinity College is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
Inc.

Trinity College admits students regardless of sex or handicap and of any race , color, creed and national or ethnic origin .
NOTICE: The reader should take notice that while every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of
the information provided herein, Trinity College reserves the right to make changes at any time
without prior notice.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Eligibility
Undergraduates matriculated for the Bachelor's degree, whether at Trinity or elsewhere,
who are in good standing are eligible for enrollment in undergraduate courses. Evidence of good standing is required at the time of registration.
Undergraduates entering their junior or senior year and maintaining a B average may be
permitted to enroll in graduate courses. Approval of the instructor and the Office of
Special Academic Programs is required along with an official transcript of previous academic work. (Current Trinity students are not required to submit an official transcript.)
Undergraduates admitted to graduate courses are expected to complete the same requirements as the graduate students.
Men and women who hold a Bachelor's degree may enroll in graduate courses for
which they are qualified even though they do not matriculate for the Master's degree at
Trinity College. They must provide an official transcript of their previous academic
record before or at the time of registration .

Credit
Summer courses at Trinity College arc the equivalent of semester courses given during
the academic year. Each course carries 1 course credit which is the equivalent of 3 semester hours.

Registration
Enrollment for all summer courses (graduate and undergraduate) is done only through
the Office of Graduate Studies and Special Academic Programs. The registration period
begins on May 2nd, and will end one week prior the start of each course . Decisions
regarding cancellations due to low enrollments will be made at that time. Students may
register by mail or in person.
All classes are limited in size, so early registration is encouraged. The College reserves
the right to cancel courses that do not meet a minimum enrollment of seven students.
All applicants must submit the registration fonn, tuition and registration fee . Additional
documentation is required as indicated below:
Graduate-level students enrolling for the first time must submit an official transcript
of prior academic work.
Undergraduate students from other colleges must submit an official transcript of
their prior college work.
All undergraduate students who wish to take a graduate course for undergraduate
credit must obtain permission from the Office of Graduate Studies and Special Programs and from the Professor.
Auditors must have the prior approval of the Professor.
An application is not complete until all required materials have been received, and all
fees have been paid. A confirmation of enrollment will be mailed to each student.

Tuition and Fees
The tuition for each course taken for credit is S750.00. The tuition for auditors is

s
S250.00. In addition , all students pay a non-refundable registration fee of $25 .00. Full
payment must be made prior to enrollment. Master Card/Visa will be accepted for
charges up to S1,500 for summer term .

Withdrawal and Refunds
Students who wish to withdraw from a course MUSTdo so either in a letter sent to the
Office of Graduate Studies and Special Academic Programs or in person at the same office . Withdrawal is NOT accomplished by failure to attend class or by notification to the Professor. Unofficial withdrawal will result in a grade of "Fail."
Students who withdraw before the last day of registration (one week prior to the start of
the course) will receive a full refund of tuition . Students who withdraw after the registration deadline but before the second class meeting are subject to a penalty of $250.00.
A student who withdraws after the second class meeting will normally receive no refund,
and will receive a grade of "W" on his/her transcript. Prorated refunds may be granted
in documented cases of emergency.

Attendance
Each class meeting is the equivalent of one week of classes during the academic year.
Therefore, students are expected to attend all class meetings; they are not "entitled" to
any absences.

Grading
Undergraduate grading uses the traditional A, B, C. .. format, including pluses and minuses. Undergraduate students taking graduate courses for undergraduate credit will
receive a letter grade .
Graduate grades are awarded on the following scale : Distinction, High Pass, Pass, Low
Pass, and Fail. It should be understood that the grades of Distinction, High Pass and Pass
are a division of the A and B range .

I.D. Cards
All students must have a barcoded 1.0. card in order to use campus facilities . Information about obtaining an I.D. is made available with the confirmation of registration .

Library
Hours will be posted. Circulation desk telephone number: (203) 297-2248 .

Bookstore
The bookstore is located in the lower level of Mather Hall. Hours will be posted.
Telephone number: (203) 297-2191.

Parking
Students must register automobiles brought onto the campus. The Campus Safety Office, located in the lower level at 76 Vernon Street, will provide serial-numbered parking permits along with campus parking regulations . The fee for parking on campus is
St0.00.

Housing
All requests for summer housing and housing information should be directed to the Office of Residential Life, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.
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Summer 1994 Schedule of Courses: Undergraduate
AMERICAN STUDIES
AMST 117-01. The Music of Black
Americans. A survey of the music of
black Americans from the antebellum
period through today's hip hop music.
The emphasis will be on the cultural
functions of the music composed. Major
genres include slave songs, blues, jazz,
and soul. Biographies, autobiographies,
and readings from the works of black
American novelists, essayists, and poets
complement discussions of the music
itself. Satisfies arts distribution requirement. Crosslisted as INMU t 17-01 and
MUSC t 17-01.
G. Woldu June 28-August 4 Tuesday, Thunday 6-9 p.m.
AMST 290-01. Spiritual Movements
in Contemporary America. An anthropological approach to culture change
including the rise, development and future prospects of spiritual movements in
contemporary American culture. Emphasis is given to the teachings of these
movements and their contributions to
American religious thought. Topics include Garveyism, the Peace Mission
Movement, and Hare Krishna . Satisfies
social science distribution requirement.
Crosslisted as ANTH 290-01, RELG
290-01, and INRE 290-01.
L. Desmangles June 21-July 28
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
AMST 412-01. The History of
Hartford, 1865-Present. The postCivil War history of Hartford is a history
of the initial triumph of entrepreneurial
power and civic will and the subsequent
loss of certain forms of urban wealth.
Mark Twain called the city the 'center of
all Connecticut wealth' . Despite considerable poverty, in 1876, Hanford still
boasted the country's highest per capita
income and is now ranked as among the
nation's poorest cities. This seminar explores the processes of cultural and social
transformation that resulted in these differences. We seek to understand

Hartford's late nineteenth and twentieth
century political culture and political
economy. Topics include: the distribution of capital in industry, housing, charity and welfare; the racial, ethnic, religious and class composition of the city's
men and women residents; urban politics, racial and ethnic antagonisms and
the history of attempts at social change in
the city; the modes of artistic and literary
expressions that arose over time . Sources
for study include readings drawn from
other urban histories; documents and
primary sources drawn from Hartford's
rich archival and museum collections; the
portrayal of the city in photography and
film. Students will construct projects
based upon research and interaction
throughout the city. A speakers program
and off-campus work supplement the
course. Crosslisted as HIST 835-03,
HIST 402-36 and SOCL 301-01.
S. Pennybacker July 5-August 11
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 290-01. Spiritual Movements in Contemporary America.
An anthropological approach to culture
change including the rise, development
and future prospects of spiritual movements in contemporary American culture . Emphasis is given to the teachings
of these movements and their contributions to American religious thought.
Topics include Garveyism, the Peace
Mission Movement, and Hare Krishna.
Satisfies social science distribution requirement. Crosslisted as AMST 290-01,
RELG 290-01, and INRE 290-01.
L. Desmangles June 21-July 28
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

BIOLOGY
BIOL 118. Human Biology. A study
of basic human structure and function.
The course wiU consider the structure of
cells, tissues, and organs and how these

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
function to meet human biological requirements. Emphasis will be placed
upon practical aspects of human biology
such as nutrition, exercise, reproduction
technology, and the role of the immune
system and its relation to AIDS . Other
topics and issues that arise from class discussion or in the news media will also be
included. Readings will be from a text
and supplemental sources. Evaluation
will be based on examinations, short
writing assignments, and a longer research/ writing activity. Satisfies sciehce
distribution requirement . Not creditable
to the biology major.
N.G. Hall June 6 - July 25 (a one
week break to be determined)
Monday, Wednesday 6-9 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CIVILIZATION
CLCV 206-01. Ancient Epic. This
course will comprise a close study of
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey and of the
Hellenistic and Roman epics descended
from them, including Apollonius'
A rgonautica and Vergil's Aeneid It will
investigate the nature of oral epic and the
effects of literacy on the process of com position; the development and evolution
of the form and themes; and the role of
the hero and his female complement.
Also considered will be the influence of
these early epics on later literature.
Crosslisted as CMPL 207-01 .
M. Cornog June 7-July 14 Tuesday, Thursday 5:30-8:30 p.m.

COMPARATIVE
LITERATURE
CMPL 207-01. Ancient Epic. This
course will comprise a close study of
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey and of the
Hellenistic and Roman epics descended
from them, including ApoUonius'
Argonautica and Vergil's Aeneid. It will
investigate the nature of oral epic and the
effects of literacy on the process of composition ; the development and evolution

of the form and themes; and the role of
the hero and his female complement.
Also considered will be the influence of
these early epics on later literature.
Crosslisted as CLCV 206-01 .
M. Cornog June 7-July 14 Tuesday, Thunday 5:30-8:30 p.m.

ECONOMICS
ECON 101-01. Basic Economic
Principles. The study of basic economic principles pertaining to the operation of the pricing system, income distribution, national income analysis, monetary and fiscal policy.
This course may be taken for graduate
credit but will not be credited toward the
requirements for the Master's degree in
economics or public policy studies. The
course is designed for those who have
not previously studied economics and for
those who wish to refresh their understanding of basic economics.
The study of economics presupposes a
knowledge of mathematics at an intermediate algebra and geometry level. To
help students in reviewing, a mathematics clinic is available. It is offered at no
charge and is taught by a Trinity student
in each term in which Economics 801 is
given. A diagnostic test may be administered at the beginning of the clinic to
ascertain the topics to be emphasized.
Satisfies social science distribution requirement. Crosslisted ECON 801-01.
Curran June 9-July 21 Tuesday,
Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
ECON 107-01. Elementary Statistics. A course designed primarily for
students in the social and natural sciences.
Topics will include graphical methods,
basic probability, sampling, analysis of
measurement, and correlation and regression . Prerequisite: two years of high
school algebra . Crosslisted as MATH
107-01 .
D. Tzimas June 7-July 14
Tuesday, Thursday 6-9 p.m.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

ENGLISH
ENGL 102-01. Writing II. A course
in critical thinking and research skills.
Special attention is given to the dynamics
of analysis and argument in developing
longer papers. The class will function as
a workshop, an exchange between reader
and writer. Tutoring and individual
conferences will also be offered.
R. Peltier June 6-July 18
Monday, Wednesday 6-9 p.m.
ENGL 349-01. Women in Drama.
An exploration of the great female roles
of the contemporary dramatic canon and
their ancestors. We will trace the characterization of women in the transvestite
stage of the ancient Greeks, Shakespeare,
and the Jacobeans, and discuss the mysterious emergence of the actress on the
Italian Renaissance stage . Several revolutionary nineteenth century maleauthored female roles will be considered,
including those of Ibsen, Chekhov, and
O'Neill, as will the female characters
created by contemporary women themselves, among them playwrights Caryl
Churchill and Maria Irene Fornes, and
performance artists Karen Finlay and
Laurie Anderson. Stage and film productions will be incorporated into the course
wherever possible. Crosslisted as THON
349-01 and WMST 349-01.
L. Henderson June 4, 11, 18, 25,
July 9, 16 12 noon-4 p.m. with additional meetings in the mornings
and/ or evenings for the remaining
12 hours of class time, to accommodate screenings and stage production.
ENGL 351-02. Looking at Shakespeare: The Playwright's Art and
Craft. A close look at the art and craft
in Shakespeare's playwriting as evident in
representative major plays. The first class
will present an overview of Shakespeare's
strategies and techniques in how he uses
plot, theme, character and language .
Thereafter, each session will be dedicated
to a single play, paying particular attention to plot and theme development,
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major characters, and use of language, as
well as its latent production possibilities.
Each class will include the viewing of a
key scene from a professional production
on video followed by a discussion about
production decisions in relation to
Shakespeare's text. Twelve plays will be
read in the following order: Henry VJ
Part One, Henry VI Part Two, Henry VI
Part Three, Richard Ill, Romeo and Julitl,
Taming of the Shrew, As You LikeIt, All's
Well that Ends Well, Julius Catsa,, Othtllo,
Macbeth, and Cymbeline. Crosslisted as
ENGL 884-04 and THON 347-01.
A. Feinsod June 2-July 12 Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

HISTORY
HIST 102-01. Introduction to the
History of Europe, 1715 to the
Present. Western Europe from 1715 to
the present. Satisfies humanities distribution requirement .
K. Kete June 6-July 18 Tuesday,
Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
HIST -401-28. World War II. The
ordeal of total war seen through the economic, political, social, military and
intellectual points of view. Current research in the area will be emphasized.
Crosslistcd as HIST 825-01.
S. Ka11ow June 15-August 3
Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30
p.m.
HIST 402-36. The History of Hartford, 1865-Present. The post-Civil
War history of Hartford is a history of
the initial triumph of entrepreneurial
power and civic will and the subsequent
loss of certain forms of urban wealth.
Mark Twain called the city the 'center of
all Connecticut wealth '. Despite considerable poverty. in 1876, Hartford still
boasted the country's highest percapita
income and is now ranked as among the
nation's poorest cities. This seminar
explores the processes of cultural and
social transformation that resulted in
these differences . We seek to understand

UN DERGRADUATE COURSES
Hartford's late nineteenth and twentieth
century political culture and political
economy. Topics include : the distribution of capital in industry, housing, charity and welfare; the racial , ethnic, religious and class composition of the city 's
men and women residents; urban politics, racial and ethnic antagonisms and
the history of attempts at social change in
the city; the modes of artistic and literary
expressions that arose over time. Sources
for study include readings drawn from
other urban histories; documents and
primary sources drawn from Hartford's
rich archival and museum collections; the
portrayal of the city in photography and
film . Students will construct projects
based upon research and interaction
throughout the city. A speakers program
and off-campus work supplement the
course. Crosslisted as AMST 412- 01 ,
HIST 835-03 and SOCL 301-01 .
S. Pennybacker July 5-August 11
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:J0 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES
INMU 117-0t. The Music of Black
Americans. A survey of the music of
black Americans from the antebellum
period through today's hip hop music .
The emphasis will be on the cultural
functions of the music composed. Major
genres include slave songs, blues, jazz,
and soul. Biographies, autobiographies,
and readings from the works of black
American novelists, essayists, and poets
complement discussions of the music
itself Satisfied arts distribution requirement. Crosslisted as AMST 117-01 and
MUSC 117-01.
G. Woldu June 28-August 4
Tuesday, Thursday 6-9 p.m.
INRE 290-01. Spiritual Movements
in Contemporary America. An anthropological approach to culture change
including the rise, development and fu ture prospects of spiritual movements in
contemporary American culture. Emphasis is given to the teachings of these

movements and their contributions to
American religious thought . Topics include Garveyism, the Peace Mission
Movement, and Hare Krishna. Satisfies
social sciences distribution requirement.
Crosslisted as AMST 290-01, ANTH
290-01, and RELG 290-01.
L. Desmangles June 21-July 28
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:J0 p.m.

MATHEMATICS
MATH 107-01. Elementary Statistics. A course designed primarily for
students in the social and natural sciences.
Topics will include graphical methods,
basic probability, sampling, analysis of
measurement, and correlation and regression. Prerequisite: two years of high
school algebra. Crosslisted as ECON
107-01. Minimum enrollment 5.
D. Tzimas June 7-July 14 Tuesday, Thursday 6-9 p.m.
MATH 132-0t. Calculus II. Topics
concerning the Riemann integral and its
applications, techniques of integration,
L'Hopital's rule and indeterminate forms,
improper integrals, and sequences and
series. Prerequisite: Mathematics 131 01 or permission of the instructor. Minimum enrollment 7.
P. Russo June 2-July 14 Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday 6-8 p.m.

MUSIC
MUSC 117-01. The Music of Black
Americans. A survey of the music of
black Americans from the antebellum
period through today's hip hop music .
The emphasis will be on the cultural
functions of the music composed. Major
genres include slave songs, blues, jazz,
and soul. Biographies, autobiographies,
and readings from the works of black
American novelists, essayists, and poets
complement discussions of the music
itself. Satisfies arts distribution requirement. Crosslisted AMST 117-01 and
INMU 117-01.
G. Woldu June 28-August 4
Tuesday, Thursday 6-9 p.m.
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UNDERGRADUATECOURSES
MUSC 174-01. Jazz: 1900 to the
Present. Through listening, discussion
and reading, this course will survey the
development of jazz from ragtime and
pre-jazz through New Orleans, the swing
era, be-bop and modem jazz. Among
composers and master improvisers to be
studied include Scott Joplin, Louis
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Charlie
Parker, Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk,
John Coltrane, and Jackie McLean . No
previous training in music in required .
Satisfies arts distribution requirement.
R. Carabillo June 27-August 8
Monday, Wednesday 6-9 p.m.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLS 335-01. The Theoretical
Foundations of Public Policy. The
purpose of this course is to introduce
students to the political, legal and social
theory at the foundation of public policy
thought and argument. An effort will be
made to determine which concepts are
necessary to support distinct definitions
of collective action in the public interest
and how the different analytic approaches
to these arguments share some core ideas,
and ideals, in common . By the study of
the relationships between otherwise di verse social, political and legal theorists,
an historical context of idea development
will evolve to facilitate the understanding
of contemporary policy dilemmas.
Crosslisted as PBPL 530.
M. Wade June 6-July 18 Monday,
Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 217-01. Psychology in the
Workplace. This course employs basic
psychology concepts and principles toward an understanding of workplace behavior. It will examine the psychological
aspects of job selection and placement,
through a consideration of the various
approaches to personality, and the theoretical bases of personality tests. The
conceptual and psychophysical underpinnings of job design, content and process
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theories of motivation, and the psychological processes relevant to job satisfaction and performance evaluation will also
be explored. Job stress and interpersonal
relations will be analyzed from a psychological perspective . Group performance
will be studied through the basic research
in group dynamics, including group
structure and leadership. Finally, the
psychological and behavioral consequences of groups in conflict will be
considered, as well as the processes involved in negotiation and bargaining.
D. McGrath June 6-July 18 Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

PSYC 295-01. Child Development.
Survey of the biological, cognitive, and
social development of the child. This
course will focus on both theoretical and
empirical issues in child development and
will include such topics as attachment,
language, cognition, and socialization.
Prerequisite: PSYC 101.
D. Anselmi June 1-July 13 Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
PSYC 295-20. Child Development
Laboratory. This optional lab will introduce students to the main methods of
study in child development by observing
children individually and in groups. The
lab component will be offered either as a
study unit (IDP students only) or an independent study . Prerequisite: PSYC
295 or may be taken concurrently with
PSYC 295 . (one-quarter course credit)
D. Anselmi June 1-July 13
by arrangement

RELIGION
RELG 290-01. Spiritual Movements in Contemporary America.
An anthropological approach to culture
change including the rise, development
and future prospects of spiritual movements in contemporary American culture . Emohasis is given to the teachings
of these movements and their contributions to American religious thought.
T opicsinclude Garvcyism, the Peace

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Mission Movement, and Hare Krishna.
Satisfies social sciences distribution requirement. Crosslisted as AMST 290-01,
ANTH 290-01, and INRE 290-01.
L. Desmangles June 21-July 28
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

SOCIOLOGY
SOCL 301-01. The History of Hartford, 1865-Present. The post-Civil
War history of Hartford is a history of
the initial triumph of entrepreneurial
power and civic will and the subsequent
loss of certain forms of urban wealth.
Mark Twain called the city the 'center of
all Connecticut wealth'. Despite considerable poverty, in 1876, Hartford still
boasted the country's highest per capita
income and is now ranked as among the
nation's poorest cities. This seminar explores the processes of cultural and social
transformation that resulted in these differences. We seek to understand
Hartford's late nineteenth and twentieth
century political culture and political
economy. Topics include: the distribution of capital in industry, housing, charity and welfare; the racial, ethnic, religious and class composition of the city's
men and women residents; urban politics, racial and ethnic antagonisms and
the history of attempts at social change in
the city; the modes of artistic and literary
expressions that arose over time. Sources
for study include readings drawn from
other urban histories; documents and
primary sources drawn from Hartford's
rich archival and museum collections; the
portrayal of the city in photography and
film. Students will construct projects
based upon research and interaction
throughout the city. A speakers program
and off-campus work supplement the
course. Crosslisted as AMST 412-01,
HIST 402-36, and HIST 835-03.
S. Pennybacker July 5-August 11
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

THEATER/DANCE
THON 347-01. Looking at
Shakespeare: The Playwright's Art
and Craft. A close look at the art and
craft in Shakespeare's playwriting as evident in representative major plays. The
first class will present an overview of
Shakespeare's strategies and techniques in
how he uses plot, theme, character and
language. Thereafter, each session will
be dedicated to a single play, paying particular attention to plot and theme development, major characters, and use of
language, as well as its latent production
possibilities. Each class will include the
viewing of a key scene from a professional production on video followed by a
discussion about production decisions in
relation to Shakespeare's text. Twelve
plays will be read in the following order:
Henry VI Part One, Henry VI Part Two,
Henry VI Part Three, Richard 111, Romeo
and Juliet, Taming of the Shrew, A.s You
Like It, All's Well that Ends Well.Julius
Cae.sar, Othello, Macbeth, and Cymbeline.
Crosslisted as ENGL 884-04 and ENGL
351-02.
A. Feinsod June 2-July 12
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
THON 349-01. Women in Drama.
An exploration of the great female roles
of the contemporary dramatic canon and
their ancestors. We will trace the characterization of women in the transvestite
stage of the ancient Greeks, Shakespeare,
and the Jacobeans, and discuss the mysterious emergence of the actress on the
Italian Renaissance stage. Several revolutionary nineteenth century maleauthored female roles will be considered,
including those of Ibsen, Chekhov, and
O'Neill, as will the female characters
created by contemporary women themselves, among them playwrights Caryl
Churchill and Maria Irene Fornes, and
performance artists Karen Finlay and
Laurie Anderson. Stage and film productions will be incorporated into the course
wherever possible. Crosslisted as ENGL
349-01 and WMST 349-01.
L. Henderson June 4, 11, 18, 25,
July 9, 16 12 noon-4 p.m. with ad-
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
ditional meetings in the mornings
and/ or evenings for the remaining
12 hours of class time, to accommodate screenings and stage production.
THON 454-01. Contemporary
American Drama: Broadway Successes. We will study a representative
selection of plays by American playwrights which have been successful on
Broadway in the last twenty years.
Crosslisted as ENGL 854-05 .
M. Riggio June 1-July 13
Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
and June 4 and 11 1-4 p.m.

WOMEN'S STUDIES
WMST 349-01. Women in Drama.
An exploration of the great female roles
of the contemporary dramatic canon and
their ancestors. We will trace the char-
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acterization of women in the transvestite
stage of the ancient Greeks, Shakespeare,
and the Jacobeans, and discuss the mysterious emergence of the actress on the
Italian Renaissance stage . Several revolutionary nineteenth century maleauthored female roles will be considered
including those of Ibsen, Chekhov, and
O ' Neill, as will the female characters
created by contemporary women themselves, among them playwrights Caryl
Churchill and Maria Irene Fornes, and
performance artists Karen Finlay and
Laurie Anderson. Stage and film productions will be incorporated into the course
wherever possible. Crosslisted as ENGL
349-01 and THON 349-01 .
L. Henderson June 4, 11, 18, 25,
July 9, 16 12 noon-4 p.m. with additional meetings in the mornings
and/ or evenings for the remaining
12 hours of class time, to accommodate screenings and stage production.
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Summer 1994 Schedule of Courses: Graduate
AMERICAN STUDIES
ENGL 830-12. Listening to the
Lower Frequencies: Southern Literature and Culture. The last words spoken by Ralph Ellison's "invisible man"
are "Who knew but that, on the lower
frequencies, I speak for you ." A black
man, he finds himself invisible in Amencan culture; nevertheless, he suspects that
his plight is, on the lower frequen_cies,
everyone's. In this seminar we will try
to amplify those frequencies in works of
Southern literature so that we can hear
how they transmit the voices and values
of African-Americans and of women .
We will examine some historical and
sociological studies of Southern culture;
fiction by Faulkner, Chopin, Welty,
Gaines, and Hurston; a play by Tennessee Williams; blues by Mississippi John
Hurt, Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey, and
Robert Johnson; and whatever other
works come to seem relevant to us.
D. Kuyk Saturday 1:30-5 p.m.
on June 18, 25, July 2, 9, 16, and 23
with "Graduate Conferences" on
August 27 and September 3 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ENGL 854-05. Contemporary
American Drama: Broadway Successes. We will study a representative
selection of plays by American playwrights which have been successful on
Broadway in the last twenty years.
Crosslisted as THON 454-01 .
M. Riggio June 1-July 13 Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
and June 4 and 11 1-4 p.m.
ENGL 857-01. Novels into Film:
Coppola and Scorsese. In this course,
we will concentrate on Francis Ford
Coppola's filming of The Godfather and, if
available, Martin Scorsese's The Age of
Innocence. We will read both Puzo's and
Wharton's novels and, using the analytical tools of cultural anthropology, assess
the parallels and distinctions in the concept of family in both books. We will

then study the way in which two major
American filmmakers translate these novels into film. Basic film vocabulary will
be introduced, and students will be expected to analyze the movies as film
texts, not simply as visual versions of the
books. Some secondary reading in anthropology will also be required. !NB. If
The Age of Innocence is not available on
video, we will substitute another film,
perhaps The Last Temptation of Christ and
the Kazantzakas novel. I
M. Riggio June 2-July 12 Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m. and
June 4 and 11 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
HIST 835-03. The History of Hartford, 1865-Present. The post-Civil
War history of Hartford is a history of
the initial triumph of entrepreneurial
power and civic will and the subsequent
loss of certain forms of urban wealth.
Mark Twain called the city the 'center of
all Connecticut wealth'. Despite considerable poverty, in 1876, Hartford still
boasted the country's highest per capita
income and is now ranked as among the
nation's poorest cities. This seminar explores the processes of cultural and social
transformation that resulted m these differences. We seek to understand
Hartford's late nineteenth and twentieth
century political culture and political
economy. Topics include: the distribution of capital in industry, housing, charity and welfare; the racial, ethnic, religious and class composition of the city's
men and women residents; urban politics, racial and ethnic antagonisms and
the history of attempts at social change in
the city; the modes of artistic and literary
expressions that arose over time. Sources
for study include readings drawn from
other urban histories; documents and
primary sources drawn from Hartford's
rich archival and museum collections; the
portrayal of the city in photograp_hy and
film. Students will construct projects
based upon research and interaction
throughout the city. A speakers' pro-
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gram and off-campus work supplement
the course. Crosslisted as AMST 412-01,
HIST 402-36 and SOCL 301-01 .
S. Pennybacker July 5-August 11
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

ECONOMICS
ECON 801-01. Basic Economic
Principles. The study of basic economic principles pertaining to the operation of the pricing system, income distribution, national income analysis, monetary and fiscal policy.
This course may be taken for graduate
credit but will not be credited toward the
requirements for the Master's degree in
economics or public policy studies. The
course is designed for those who have
not previously studied economics and for
those who wish to refresh their understanding of basic economics.
The study of economics presupposes a
knowledge of mathematics at an intermediate algebra and geometry level. To
help students in reviewing, a mathematics clinic is available. It is offered at no
charge and is taught by a Trinity student
in each term in which Economics 801 is
given. A diagnostic test may be administered at the beginning of the clinic to
ascertain the topics to be emphasized.
Crosslisted as ECON 101-01.
W. Curran June 9-July 21
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
ECON 823-01. Financial Reforms
in Post Soviet Economies. This
course analyzes a number of issues related
to the development of financial markets
in the newly emerging market economies
of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. It surveys the existing models of
financial control in Western economies
and the role the financial sector can play
in promoting macroeconomic stability
and economic growth. If well-functioning capital markets are at the heart of a
well-functioning capitalist economy, the
economies attempting to build capitalism
can learn some important lessons from
the strengths and weaknesses of existing
financial systems. We will discuss the
factors that influence developments of

banking and capital markets, and the role
that such markets play in privatization
and economic restructuring. We will
evaluate the most recent financial developments in post-socialist economies, including the attractiveness of these economies for foreign direct investment, the
credibility of new financial institutions,
and the overall prospects for integration
of the ex-communist block into a world
economy. Prerequisite: ECON 801.
S. Grubacic June 2-July 12
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

ECON 824-01. Industrial Organization. This course will examine the
structure, conduct, and performance of
firms in the marketplace. It will also
evaluate public policy towards these finns
with an emphasis on recent developments in this area . Examples of issues to
be discussed include: How should natural
monopolies be regulated? Which industry structure leads to greater increases in
technology? Do mergers lead to greater
economic efficiency? What are the hidden costs of social regulation? How successful has deregulation been? We will
take a close look at the savings and loan
crises and the airline industry. Prerequisite: ECON 801 .
A. Schein July 6-August 15 Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

ENGLISH
ENGL 830-12. Listening to the
Lower Frequencies: Southern Literature and Culture. The last words spoken by Ralph Ellison's "invisible man"
are "Who knew but that, on the lower
frequencies, I speak for you." A black
man, he finds himself invisible in American culture; nevertheless, he suspects that
his plight is, on the lower frequencies,
everyone's. In this seminar we will try
to amplify those frequencies in works of
Southern literature so that we can hear
how they transmit the voices and values
of African-Americans and of women.
We will examine some historical and
sociological studies of Southern culture;
fiction by Faulkner, Chopin, Welty,
Gaines, and Hurston; a play by Tenncs-
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see Williams; blues by Mississippi John
Hurt, Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey, and Robert Johnson; and whatever other works
come to seem relevant to us. (Meets
literary history requirement.)
D. Kuyk Saturday 1:30-5 p.m. on
June 18, 25, July 2, 9, 16, and 23 with
"Graduate Conferences" on August

27 and September 3 from
Sp.m.

9 a.m. to

ENGL 854-03. The Lyric. A study of
principles for interpreting lyric poems.
We will study Cleanth Brooks's The Wellwrought Urn, Barbara Hermstein Smith's
Poetic Closure, Paul Fussell's Poetic Meter
and Poetic Form, and Winifred Nowottny's
The Language Poets Use. We will refer
often to the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry
and Poetics and will test our principles on
roughly 100 poems, about half of them
contemporary. (Meets genre requirement.)
D. Kuyk Saturday 9-12:30 p.m. on
June 18, 25, July 2, 9, 16, and 23 with
"Graduate Conferences" on August
27 and September 3 from 9 a.m. to S
P.M.
ENGL 854-05. Contemporary
American Drama: Broadway Successes. We will study a representative
selection of plays by American playwrights
which have been successful on Broadway
in the last twenty years. (Meets genre
requirement .) Crosslisted as THON 45401.
M. Riggio June 1-July 13
Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m. and
June 4 and 11 1-4 p.m.
ENGL 857-01. Novels into Film:

Coppola and Scorsese. In this course,
we will concentrate on Francis Ford
Coppola's filming of The Godfather and, if
available, Martin Scorsese's The Age of
Innocence. We will read both Puzo's and
Wharton's novels and, using the analytical
tools of cultural anthropology, assess the
parallels and distinctions in the concept of
family in both books. We will then study
the way in which two major American
filmmakers translate these novels into film.

Basic film vocabulary will be introduced,
and students will be expected to analyze
the movies as film texts, not simply as
visual versions of the books. Some secondary reading in anthropology will also
be required. [NB. If The Age of Innocence
is not available on video, we will substitute another film, perhaps The Last Temptation of Christ and the Kazantzakas
novel. I (Meets genre requirement.}
M. Riggio June 2-July 12 Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m. and
June 4 and 11 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

ENGL 884-04. Looking at
Shakespeare: The Playwright's Art
and Craft. A close look at the art and
craft in Shakespeare's playwriting as evident in representative major plays. The
first class will present an overview of
Shakespeare's strategies and techniques in
how he uses plot, theme, character and
language . Thereafter, each session will
be dedicated to a single play, paying particular attention to plot and theme development, major characters, and use of
language, as well as its latent production
possibilities. Each class will include the
viewing of a key scene from a professional production on video followed by a
discussion about production decisions in
relation to Shakespeare's text. Twelve
plays will be read in the following order:
Henry VI Part One, Henry VI Part Two,
Henry VI Part Three, Richard III, Romeo
and Juliet, Taming of the Shrew, As You
Like It, All's Well that Ends Well,Julius
Caesar, Othello, Macbeth, and Cymbeline.
(Meets major author requirement.}
Crosslisted as ENGL 351-02 and THON
347-01.
A. Feinsod June 2-July 12
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

HISTORY
HIST 825-01. World War II. The
ordeal of total war seen through the economic, political, social, military and intellectual points of view. Current research in the area will be emphasized.
Crosslisted as HIST 401-28.
S. Kassow June 15-August 3
Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

GRADUATE COURSES
*HIST 831-01. Selected Themes in
American History: American Maritime History. The study of the development of American mercantile enterprise, from colonial times to the present,
and its relationship to American political,
economic, naval, and cultural history.
Lectures and readings are supplemented
by Mystic Seaport Museum collections
and facilities. - B. W . Labaree, Professor of History, Williams College; E. W.
Sloan, Professor of History, Trinity College; W. M. Fowler.Jr., Professor of
History, Northeastern University; J . B.
Hattendorf, U.S. Naval War College;
J. J. Safford, Montana State University.
June 27-August 8 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 9:30 a.m.-12 noon.
HIST 835-03. The History of Hartford, 1865-Present. The post-Civil
War history of Hartford is a history of
the initial triumph of entrepreneurial
power and civic will and the subsequent
loss of certain forms of urban wealth.
Mark Twain called the city the 'center of
all Connecticut wealth'. Despite considerable poverty, in 1876, Hartford still
boasted the country's highest per capita
income and is now ranked as among the
nation's poorest cities. This seminar explores the processes of cultural and social
transformation that resulted in these differences. We seek to understand
Hartford's late nineteenth and twentieth
century political culture and political
economy. Topics include: the distribution of capital in industry, housing, charity and welfare; the racial, ethnic, religious and class composition of the city's
men and women residents; urban politics, racial and ethnic antagonisms and
the history of attempts at social change in
the city; the modes of artistic and literary
expressions that arose over time. Sources
for study include readings drawn from
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other urban histories; documents and
primary sources drawn from Hartford's
rich archival and museum collections; the
portrayal of the city in photography and
film. Students will construct projects
based upon research and interaction
throughout the city. A speakers' program and off-campus work supplement
the course. Crosslisted as AMST 412-01,
HIST 402-36 and SOCL 301-01.
S. Pennybacker July 5-August 11
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

*HIST 841-01. Selected Themes in
American History: Topics in American Maritime Studies. Explores,
through reading, research and discussions, themes such as: seaport communities; life on the line; authority and the
individual in the world of sail; the sea
voyage as initiation, maturation, and test
of character; the transition from sail to
steam; and the idea of a ship . Students
prepare several papers on assigned topics.
Open only to persons who have previously taken or who are concurrently enrolled in American Maritime History. B. W. Labaree, Professor of History,
Williams College; E. W. Sloan, Professor
of History, Trinity College; W . M.
Fowler,Jr., Professor of History, Northeastern University; J. B. Hattendorf, U.S.
Naval War College; J. J. Safford, Montana State University.
June 27-August 8 Monday, Thursday 1:30-3:30 p.m.
HIST 869-02. Modem Southeast
Asian History, 1800 to the Present.
The course will focus on the making of
modem Southeast Asia from the colonial
to the postindependence eras. It will be
organized around the comparative analysis of the colonial polities that emerged
under European and American imperial
rule, the development of national anti-

*These courses are offered by the Munson Institute of the Mystic Seaport Museum. Registration
is handled at the Munson Institute, including the payment of tuition of S550 per course. Academic credit will be awarded by Trinity College upon successful completion of the course(s). For
further information and registration forms contact Director, Munson Institute, Mystic Seaport Museum, P.O. Box 6000, Mystic, CT 06355. Tele. (203) 572-5359.
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colonial movements, World War 11, and
the region's recent status as one of the
world's fastest growing economies. Particular attention will be placed on colonial-era migrations, the emergence of
multi-ethnic societies, and the national
traditions of Indonesia, the Philippines,
and Vietnam. Open by permission to undergraduates.
S. Manda) June 27-August 8
Monday, Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

HIST 876-01. History of the Middle
East From 1900. A survey of the
Middle Eastern region from the rise of
European imperialism through the two
World Wars to the present. Topics covered include the growth of nationalism
and interstate rivalries, the development of
the petroleum industries and the course of
political and social changes as these affect
Middle East society, with particular attention to changes in social structures and the
role of women.
H.McK. Steele June 7-July 14
Tuesday, Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
*HIST 878-01. Independent Research in American Maritime Studies. Involves preparation of a major research paper on a topic of the student's
choice under the direction of the faculty.
Students must be qualified to work on the
graduate level and to pursue research in
primary documents and original sources.
- B. W. Labaree, Professor of History,
Williams College; E. W. Sloan, Professor
of History, Trinity College; W . M .
Fowler, Jr., Professor of History, Northeastern University; J. B. Hattendorf, U .S.
Naval War College; J . J. Safford, Montana
State University. June 27-August 8.
*HIST 940-01. Summer Internship
in Museum Studies. This program entails a full- time commitment from June 13
through August 27. Each intern will be
expected to participate extensively in all
phases of the program, so as to gain as
thorough an overview of museum procedures as possible in the allotted time .For registration and full information con-

tact: Summer Internship in Museum
Studies, Munson Institute, Mystic Seaport Museum, P. 0 . Box 6000, Mystic,
CT 06355, (203) 572-5359.

PUBLIC POLICY
STUDIES
PBPL 807-01. Introduction to the
Policy-Making Process. This introductory course in political institutions
and the "process" of making public
policy in the United States should be
taken as one of the first two courses in
the student's graduate program. The
class will concern itself with the role of
Congress, the Executive and the Judicial
branches of government in the origination of policy ideas, the formulation of
policy problems, and the setting of the
public agenda, the making of political
choices, the production of policy statutes
and rules, and the effects of final government action on citizens. Special focus
will be placed on the cooperation and
conflicts between these traditional institutions of government and the agents of
American pluralism: political parties and
interest groups. Limited to 20 students.
A. Fulco June 2-July 12 Tuesday,
Thursday 6:30-9:30 p.m.
PBPL 830-01. The Theoretical
Foundations of Public Policy. The
purpose of this course is to introduce
students to the political, legal and social
theory at the foundation of public policy
thought and argument. An effort will be
made to determine which concepts are
necessary to support distinct definitions
of collective action in the public interest
and how the different analytic approaches
to these arguments share some core ideas,
and ideals, in common. By the study of
the relationships between otherwise diverse social, political and legal theorists,
an historical context of idea development
will evolve to facilitate the understanding
of contemporary policy dilemmas.
Crosslisted as POLS 355 .
M. Wade June 6-July 18 Monday,
Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Directions to the College
From the North (Springfield, Bradley Airport,
etc.)

Take 1-91 South to
intersection with 1-84. Take
1-84 West to Sigourney St.
Exit (Exit 47) . Tum lefi at
bottom of exit ramp, and,
keeping to right side of
roadway, proceed straight
ahead. After short distance,
merge with Park Terrace
(yield sign). Continue on Park
T errace through traffic light
(at Park St.), and take third
left (diagonal) past the light,
onto Summit St. Go up hill
one block to stop sign (at
Zion St.). Cross Zion St. diagonally, proceeding up the
hill (on Summit St.) to second
stop sign (at Vernon St.). You
arc now at the northwest corner of the Trinity campus.
Visitors to Admissions and
other administrative offices
proceed to Chapel parking
lot; other visitors may continue along Summit St. for
additional parking.

From the South (New Haven, New York, etc.) Take 1-91 Nonh to Airport Rd.
Exit (Exit 27). Go down ramp to stop light. Tum left onto Brainard Rd. Proceed short distance to first light, and make left tum (opposite McDonald's) onto Airport Rd. Proceed
straight ahead. This street changes names to Brown St. and then Linnmoore St. Turn right at
eighth traffic light onto Fairfield Ave. Past third intersection {counting on right) , road forks.
Take right fork to light (one block) at New Britain Ave., entering Trinity College campus
between brick gateposts. Visitors may find parking along Summit St. Visitors to Admissions
and other administrative offices proceed to Chapel parking lot.
From the East (Boston, etc.) Take 1-84 West to Sigourney St. Exit (Exit 47) . Tum left
at bottom of exit ramp, and, keeping to right side of roadway, proceed straight ahead. After
short distance, merge with Park Terrace (yield sign) . Continue on Park Terrace through
traffic light (at Park St.), and take third left {diagonal) past the light, onto Summit St. Go up
hill one block to stop sign {at Zion St.). Cross Zion St. diagonally, proceeding up the hill (on
Summit St.) to second stop sign (at Vernon St.) . You arc now at the northwest comer of the
Trinity campus. Visitors to Admissions and other administrative offices proceed to Chapel
parking lot; other visitors may continue along Summit St. for additional parking.

From the West (NYC via 1-84, Danbury, etc.) Take 1-84 East to Capitol Ave. Exit
(Exit 48B) . At the foot of the exit ramp bear right onto Capitol A vc . At the fourth traffic
light, tum left on Park Terrace. Proceed on Park Terrace through traffic lights at Russ St. and
Park St. and take third left (diagonal) after Park St. onto Summit St. Go up hill one block to
stop sign {at Zion St.). Cross Zion St. diagonally, proceeding up the hill (on Summit St.) to
second stop sign (at Vernon St.). You are now at the northwest comer of the Trinity campus.
Visitors to Admissions and other administrative offices proceed to Chapel parking lot; other
visitors may continue along Summit St. for additional parking.
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Alphabetic Listings
Admissions 133 Vernon St -1
Alpha Chi Rho - 50
Alpha Delta Phi-55
Alumni Public Relations and
SINA Offices, 79 Vernon St. - 40
Anadama Dormitory, 111 Crescent St - 29
Asia House, 114 Crescent St., 2nd floor-61
Austin Arts Center (Goodwin Theater)- 1 3
Boardwalk Dormitory, 183-85 Allen Place-48
Buildings and Grounds 238 New Britain Ave.-23
Campus Safely, 76 Vernon St. - 39
Central Energy Plant - 60
Chapel-58
Child Care Center - 25 and 28a
Cinestudio-11
Clemens Dormitory, 216 New Brttain Ave. - 25
Clement Chemisty Building- 11
Clio Society-44
College Counselors - 39
Computing Center - 24
Connecticut Prision Association-28
Connecticut Public Television/Radio Studios- 22
Cook Dormitory-9

Delta Psi (St. Anthony Hall)-57
Doonesbury Dormitory, 90-92 Vernon St. - 42
Downes Memorial (Administrative Offices) - 2
EltonHall-17
Engineering Department - 24
English Dept (Writing Center), 115 Vernon St.-63
Ferris Athletic Center - 34
Frohman-Robb Dormitory, 78-82 Crescent St. 31
Funston Hall - 21
Gallows Hill Bookstore - 14
Goodwill-Woodward Dormltory-10
Graduate Studies IDP, Special Academic Programs & Upward Bound Offices, 70 Vernon St.-38
Hallden: Gallows Hill Bookstore; Department of
Ane Arts; Arts Center Annex - 14
Hamln Hall-7
High Rise Dormitory-48
Hillel House, 30-32 Crescent St - 33
Jackson Hall - 19
Jarvis Hall-4
Jessee Field- 37
Jones Hall -1 6
Koeppel Student Center-The Bistro - 52
La Voz Latina,
114 Crescent St.,1st floor-61
Library-12

Life Sciences Center-26
Little Dormitory, 94-100 Crescent St. -30
Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center
-24
Mather Hall (campus Center - 8
McCook Academic Building -15
Memorial Field House - 35a
Northam Towers-5
North Campus Dormitory- 45
Ogilby Hall - 56
OostingGym-34
Park Place Dormitory, 187-89 Allen Plaoe- 49
Pl Kappa Alpha - 43
Psi Upsilon-41
SeaburyHall- 6
Smith Hal - 20
Smith Alumni Faculty House, 123-125 Vernon St.

- 54
Stowe Dormitory, 196 New Brttain Ave. - 27
Tennis Courts 36a, 36b
Trowbridge Fitness Center - 35b
Umoja House, 110-12 Vernon St. -47
Vernon Street Dormitory - 51
Wheaton Hall-18
Wiggins Dormitory, 76 Crescent St.-0
32

Wiggins Sculpture Studio (Austin Arts Center
Annex) - 62
Willams Memorial (Administrative
Offices) - 3

Numerical Listings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Admissions, 133 Vernon St.

Downes Memorial (Administrative Offices)
Williams Memorial (Administrative Offices)
Jarvis Hall
Northam Towers
Seabury Hall
Hamlin Hall
Mather Hall (Campus Center
Cook Dormitory
Goodwin-Woodward Dormitory
Clnestudio, Clement Chemisty Building
Library
Austin Arts Center (Goodwin Theater)
Hallden: Gallows HillBookstore, Department
ol Fine Arts; Arts Center Annex
McCook Academic Bulldlng
Jones Hall
EltonHall
Wheaton Hall
Jackson Han
Smith Hall

21 Funston Hall
22 Connecticut Public Television/Radio Studios
23 Buildings and Grounds, 238 New Britain
Ave.
24 Mathematics, Computing and Engineering
Center
25 Clemens Dormitory, 216 New Britain Ave .,
Child Care Center
27 Stowe Dormitory, 196 New Britain Ave.
26 Life Sciences Center
261 Child care Center
28 Connecticut Prison Association
29 Anadama Dormitory, 111 Crescent St.
30 Little Dormitory, 94-100 Crescent St.
31 Frohman-Robb Dormitory, 78-82 Crescent SI.
32 Wiggins Dormitory, 76 Crescent St.
33 HIiiei House, 30-32 Crescent SI.
34 Fems Athletic Center, Oostlng Gym
351 Memorial Field House
35b Trowbridge Fitness Center
36 Tennis Courts
37 Jessee Field
38 Graruale Studies, IDP, Speclal Academic
and
Upward Bound
up
Offices,

Programs

39 Campus Salely, 76 Vernon St., College
Counselors

40 Alumni, Public Relations and SINA Offices,
79VernonSt.
41 Psi Upsilon
42 Doonesbury Dormitory, 90-92 Vernon St.
43 Pl Kappa Alpha
44 Clio Society
45 North Campus Dormitory
48 High Rise Dormitory
47 Umoja House, 110-12 Vernon St.
48 Boardwalk Dormitory, 183-85 Allen Place
49 Park Place Dormitory, 187-89 Allen Place
50 Alpha Chi Rho
51 Vernon Streel Dormitory
52 Koeppel Student Center - TheBistro
53 English Dept (Wrttlng Center), 115 Vernon
St.
54 Smith Alumni Faculty House, 123-125
Vernon St.
55 Alpha Delta Phi
56 Ogilby Hall
57 Delta Psi (SI. Anthony Hall)
58 Chapel
60 Central Energy Plant
61 La Voz Latina, 114 Crescent St., 1st floor
Asia House, 114 Crescent St., 2nd floor
62 Wiggins Sculpture Studio (Austin Arts Center
Annex)
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